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1 Introduction: agroecological transitions, for whom?
Having evolved from its roots in agricultural science, agroecology has in recent years been contributing methodologies, reflections and experiences for the development of sustainable food systems from a point of view of radical democracy (Gliessman, 2016). It is thus that social and political aspects have taken centre stage in agroecology in recent years, at the same time as it has gone from being a marginal approach to an “inmaterial territory in dispute”, claimed by national governments and large global institutions as much as by worldwide, grassroots organisations such as ‘La Vía Campesina’ (Giraldo and Rosset, 2017). This dispute, brought about by the mainstreaming of agroecology, entails risks of co-optation by international institutions (Rivera-Ferre, 2018). This is the context in which the agroecological movement has been carrying out its debate on the scaling of agroecological practices, and on the risks of the movement’s institutionalisation possibly lending itself to conceptual co-optation and to the associated loss of its transformative features (Levidow et al., 2014; Giraldo and Rosset, 2017). The debate is still on the table, but it has made advances and has opened a new field of research focused on new experiences and knowledge that results when trying to apply agroecology at the food system scale (González de Molina et al., 2019).

The scaling of agroecological experiences has been conceptualised largely as following two paths that lead in different directions and that are often presented as being mutually exclusive. On the one hand is the path of ‘out-scaling’, referring to the process by which the agroecological transition extends over a territory, involving a growing number of social groups (with emphasis on the protagonism of the so-called “peasants”) and promoting changes in food production, distribution and consumption practices (Giraldo and Rosset, 2017; Val et al., 2019). On the other hand is the path of ‘up-scaling’, oriented towards gaining political agency, the development of favourable political conditions for agroecology, fostering the institutionalisation of experiences and the development of public policies to protect, strengthen and enhance them – which are often conceived “from the top-down”. This second path carries a high risk of significantly losing the political principles of agroecology (Mier y Terán et al., 2018; Ferguson et al., 2019). More recently, these two paths have been presented as being complementary and interconnected (Ferguson et al., 2019). From this perspective of convergence, the expansion or ‘scaling’ of agroecology would imply radical changes in the dominant agricultural system, especially in
terms of incorporating “bottom-up” political approaches and the control of food systems by local communities – especially by those in the primary sector (Giraldo and McCune, 2019; González de Molina et al., 2019).

The expansion of agroecology is understood not only as the dissemination of a set of agricultural practices, but also as the expansion and strengthening of a socio-economic fabric capable of producing alternative food systems (Gliessman, 2016). This would foster interlinking agroecological experiences of production, distribution and consumption in a socio-political movement capable of acting at different territorial scales, within a transformative political project committed to overcoming capitalism, patriarchy and colonialism, and incorporating the contents of what has been called ‘political agroecology’ (Levidow et al., 2014; González de Molina et al., 2019). The objective of political agroecology would be the development of agroecology-based local agri-food systems that would then be promoted through two parallel action frameworks. On the one hand, out-scaling would promote the multiplication, strengthening and interconnection of local agroecological experiences (be they of food production, distribution or consumption; research; social and professional organisations; etc.). On the other hand, up-scaling would promote the development of a political and regulatory context favourable to the agroecological transition.

Although these two dimensions of agroecology scaling are extensively linked (Ferguson et al., 2019), I will focus on agroecology out-scaling, and more specifically on the theoretical and methodological problems arising from the emergence of social subjects to promote the scaling of agroecological experiences to food systems transformations. The expansion of the agroecological transition throughout a given territory, involving a growing number of social groups and producing changes in food production, distribution and consumption practices, has been tied to the emergence of the protagonist of ‘peasants’ and the so-called ‘agroecological peasantry’, as an historical and political (global and meta-) subject for the materialisation of the political project of La Vía Campesina (Val et al., 2019). However, the concept of “peasants” and “peasantries” remains controversial and contested, between being an analytical concept or a political category (Bernstein, 2010; McMichael, 2016).

Additionally, the number of holdings of different types of peasants, family farmers and small farmers around the world are still the majority but always decreasing, especially in metropolitan settings and urbanised societies (Graeub et al., 2016). For this reason, recent discussions underline the need to build plural and diverse social subjects that bring together agricultural and non-agricultural, rural and urban actors to undertake the agroecological transition at the food system scale (Edelman et al., 2014; Giraldo and McCune, 2019). This, however, does not forsake the necessary protagonism of farmers, and specially of the farmers’ organisations closest to agroecology in such processes (Levidow et al., 2014; Giraldo and Rosset, 2017).

As agroecology is an action-oriented approach to do ‘science with people’, agroecological transitions cannot be done without a clear protagonism of farmers (Cuéllar and Calle, 2011), especially in an urbanised world in which both the rural reality and the specificities of the socio-ecological metabolism of food systems are getting increasingly hidden. In the present paper I will use the broad category of ‘small farmers’ to talk about ‘agroecological peasantry’ (Val et al., 2019), ‘new peasants’ (van der Ploeg, 2010) and the highly differentiated category of ‘family farmers’ (Bernstein, 2010), as protagonists of agroecological transitions at the food system scale.

In the present paper I use the term ‘subject’ as a socio-historical category to name an actor or network of actors committed to promote a specific (political and territorialised) project of transformation (Bernstein, 2010; Val et al., 2019). The proposition of a plural subject (bringing together differentiated actors) of the agroecological transition poses several challenges. On the one hand, in order to multiply experiences, it is necessary to attract the conventional farmers’ sector to agroecology – because they possess the means of production, but also because they need a change of model (van der Ploeg, 2010). On the other hand, among the diversity of actors involved are some that have so far been absent in the development of alternative food systems or agroecological transitions, specially in Global North settings – such as marginalised social groups or racial and cultural minorities (Simón-Rojo, 2019). In other cases, actors may come from local configurations with deep-rooted historical conflicts – such as between small food retailers and local farmers (López-García et al., 2018a). Such complexity within the subject of agroecological transitions, especially in degrararianised societies, requires specific approaches. Often various tools and processes need to be adapted to the different profiles found in each territory (Guzmán et al., 2013; Menconi et al., 2017).

With this article I intend to provide some theoretical and methodological insights on how to promote food system scale agroecological transitions in settings where the agricultural social fabric is weak, and in general addressing the condition of a social subject highly differentiated worldwide. Assuming that ‘small farmers’ are to be the protagonist subject of agroecological transitions, I address several issues posed by the challenging construction of such a subject, allied with other social actors in what I call the plural subject of agroecological transitions, specially in urban and deagrarianised societies such as in Europe. The following sections cover three main objectives:

- to analyse critically different dimensions of the differentiated (social) subject of the transitions, with regard to current scientific debates on scaling agroecology (Section 2);
- to propose the Local Agroecological Dynamisation (LaED) approach as a methodology for activating agroecological transition processes by integrating the difficulties posed by a complex plural subject (Section 3);
- and to discuss some lessons learned, based in case studies from Spain, that mainly involve conventional small farmers in sustainability transition processes, in order to define such a plural subject and provide some insights on how to construct its protagonism in deagrarianised settings (Section 4).
2 The social subject of agroecological transitions at the food system scale

It becomes increasingly difficult to speak of “peasantry” in growing portions of the planet, and in many territories the farming sector is profoundly weak and dependent on the corporate food regime (Bernstein, 2010; McMichael, 2016). Throughout the 20th century and before, the growing portions of the peasantry entering the (capitalist) market economy required the creation of new categories of analysis to address the differentiation process of the agricultural social subject (van der Ploeg, 2010; Bernstein, 2010). It becomes ever more difficult to consider it a homogeneous subject, as it is crossed by numerous contradictions that affect its capacity for action (Holt-Giménez and Shattuck, 2011). Meanwhile, agroecological experiences of production, distribution and consumption often adopt both conventional and alternative elements in their development, indistinctly and in a sequential and/or combined way, to achieve social and economic viability within alternative food networks or systems. These have been called hybrid actors and networks (Ilbery and Maye, 2005; Darnhofer, 2014).

The challenges for the agroecological transitions go beyond ecological processes at the farm scale, and encompass global processes that also cut across the conventional agricultural sector: from the degradation of traditional agricultural infrastructure and institutions, to global trade agreements, diet change or climate change. These problems, which are common to both conventional and alternative actors, could constitute shared platforms of action that also include non-agricultural actors (Holt-Giménez and Shattuck, 2011; Menconi et al., 2017). This potential should not be overlooked. The bulk of agri-food experiences that must be embraced by agroecology out-scaling are obviously small and medium-size conventional ones – since these constitute the majority and have a need to move towards alternative models – in addition to those that already follow agroecological models.

In this sense, hybrid actors are called upon to play an important role in the transition, due to their potential to broaden the social base of the processes, and to build bridges and alliances between conventional profiles and others closer to agroecology (López-García et al., 2018b). On the other hand, the sometimes exclusive pre-eminence that is given to agricultural and peasant experiences subtracts a social base from an agroecological movement that is already as urban as it is rural, leaving out other actors that are essential to making change possible (Tornaghi and Dehaene, 2019). This is especially the case in territories of the Global North, where agricultural and rural social fabrics are weak, and where it is therefore necessary to build alliances, perhaps tactical ones, with deeply conventional actors and alternative non-agricultural actors with links to food consumption, or with urban social movements (see, for example: Holt Giménez and Shattuck, 2011). With respect to the agroecologies of the Global South, while emphasizing their leaps of scale on the capacity of peasant and rural organisations to strengthen, multiply and territorialize themselves, they also express the need for much broader social alliances (Mier y Terán et al., 2018; Giraldo and McCune, 2019).

Thus, the social subject of agroecological transitions at the food system scale would have to be a plural subject, protagonised by farmers already aligned with agroecological approaches – perhaps the so-called ‘agroecological peasantry’. These groups at the forefront provide the traction force pulling conventional farmers, who make up the majority of the world’s agricultural sector, especially in the Global North and in more urbanised territories. Incidentally, conventional farmers are demanding production and marketing models that are more sustainable and require less investment and debt (van der Ploeg, 2010). In an outer circle still forming part of this plural subject, we can find non-agricultural actors, who in turn are in need of new economic and territorial models beyond capitalism. On the one hand we have the agroecological social movement, which in Global North is mostly urban and composed of grassroots groups, NGOs, and networks of community and concerned consumers (Holt-Giménez and Shattuck, 2011; Tornaghi and Dehaene, 2019). On the other hand we have social groups excluded by the corporate food regime and cut off from markets (as is the case of small, traditional food retailers) or from adequate food (Simón-Rojo, 2019).

The complexity of this plural and heterogeneous subject raises new questions in the discussion on how to deal with it. Methodological arranges for constructing such a subject require dispositives (Val et al., 2019) to manage the divergent interests, symbolic worlds and velocities to step the transition. Specially regarding to a scheme where small farmers are to be protagonists and tractors of a broader space which includes urban and non-agricultural actors. These are developed in the following section.

3 Local Agroecological Dynamisation as a strategy to build plural and territorialised subjects

In recent decades, different methodological approaches for doing science with the people have been developed around agroecology, from an epistemological position committed to the transformation of reality (Glèssman, 2016). This methodological stance is in line with participatory action research (PAR) (Fals-Borda, 1991), since it is a research approach that produces knowledge that is both scientific (universal) and popular (situated); while, at the same time, it activates social processes of community empowerment from the perspective of popular education (Freire, 2012). From among the repertoire of participatory methodological proposals that have been linked to the agroecological approach, the following can be highlighted: participatory rural appraisal, participatory on-farm research, the Campesino a Campesino (peasant-to-peasant) movement, participatory action research, and LaE (Guzmán et al., 2013, Méndez et al., 2017).

The transition from industrialised systems to agroecological systems requires specific extension practices. These must be adapted to a completely different farming system through
a collective process of individual and social learning (Méndez et al., 2017). Farmers recognise the agroecological transitions as a complex process that links different spatial scales, and that is affected by multi-dimensional factors (Guzmán et al., 2013). Therefore, a complex approach is required that links and coordinates the ecological and productive aspects of agroecological approaches with others that appear at broader territorial scales. This should address issues such as the sustainability and social reproduction of rural communities or the power imbalances that cut across food systems, from the local to the global scale. In this sense, the epistemological stance taken by agroecology proposes to do science with and for the people, and argues that it is the social subject under investigation the one who must define the purpose and objectives of the research, as well as the forms it takes and how it evolves in each situation, in line with the proposals of popular education (Freire, 2012).

The Local Agroecological Dynamisation (LAeD) approach has been developed with regard to such international, both scientific and activist debates during the last few years. It is an application of participatory action-research to the agroecological perspective, to promote sustainability at local food systems level (López-García et al., 2018b). This methodology tries to apply theoretical and methodological approaches developed mainly in the Global South to deagrarianised settings such as the Global North or metropolitan territories worldwide. It mobilises the networks, resources and capacities of local communities through the revival of local agricultural production, farmers social protagonism and self-esteem, traditional ecological knowledge, and alternative food networks. To this end, it links participatory action research with other methods of community research and development, in order to improve the capacities of local communities to build transitions to sustainability. This approach has been developed in Spain principally through several doctoral theses produced within the PhD program in agroecology at the International University of Andalucia (Guzmán et al., 2013), deeply connected with Latin America’s agroecology movement; and since 2014 it has been developed further as part of the postgraduate diploma in ‘Local Agroecological Dynamisation’ at the Autonomous University of Barcelona, covering a greater breadth and diversity of cases. In the latter institution, research has been carried out by student field work, in collaboration with public and private entities (López-García et al., 2018b).

LAeD places special emphasis on generating collective processes of action-reflection-action, capable of overcoming the adherence to hegemonic discourses on behalf of actors who are expelled from globalised economic flows (Freire, 2012). Special importance is given to the collaboration of hybrid actors that are capable of connecting conventional and alternative actors in networks of communication and cooperation (López-García et al., 2018b). This facilitates the progressive development of social and ecological sustainability innovation through participatory and multi-actor processes, which are open-ended and non-deterministic, and in which the paths of the transition are built through action, reflection and the empowerment of local actors. The territorialisation of processes – and of methodological tools – allows the construction of convergent processes based on the divergent interests, perceptions and positions of local actors, building transdisciplinarity (Lamine et al., 2019). Such multi-actor approach thus enhance the possibility of the construction of plural subjects, but requires a long period of time and therefore it is highly dependent on extended funding or social support.

The flexibility of the agroecological approach enables the construction of processes in which local communities are the protagonists in the analysis of their own reality and in the construction of development paths that offer an alternative to the corporate food regime. Transition paths, thus defined, have no predetermined end purpose – as could be the conversion to organic farming, for instance. Instead, the agroecological transition is understood as an open-ended and continuous process (Magda et al., 2019). One that can place greater or lesser emphasis on each of the transition’s dimensions: environmental, social, economic, cultural or political; but which will always seek increasing levels of sustainability in local food systems, from a holistic perspective (Méndez et al. 2017). With this multiplicity of paths it is possible to accommodate very differentiated farmers and agri-food entrepreneurs profiles in the agroecological transitions; and to build alliances with other actors on a wide range of topics (for example, at-source price reductions, specific pests, or conflicts over agricultural land use) around the political project of food systems transformation (Holt-Giménez and Shattuck, 2011; Edelman et al., 2014; Val et al., 2019; Van Dyck et al., 2018). On the basis of partial alliances and community processes of empowerment around specific problems, it is possible to activate processes of action-reflection-action that lead to holistic transformations in the models of production, commercialisation and consumption within a given territory. In this way, open-ended participatory processes enable working with the plural and complex subject of agroecological transitions.

4 Some insights into the social subject of agroecological transitions in conventional agricultural structures

I conclude that there is a wide range of contexts worldwide where ‘small farmers’ are disorganised and weak in political terms, and thus show a limited agency to promote agroecological transitions by themselves. Specially in highly urbanised societies (in Global North, but not only) and metropolitan settings (also in Global South), we can see the emergence of plural subjects committed to promote food systems level agroecological transitions, involving rural and urban experiences, agricultural and non-agricultural actors, and often with a strong role of researchers (among others Méndez et al., 2017; Van Dyck et al., 2018). As far as agroecology is a multidimensional concept, its development requires bringing together very diverse approaches and social profiles, as proposed by Edelman et al. (2014) for food sovereignty. Such plural social subjects comprises consumers,
NGOs and also social groups and experiences included within the so-called ‘urban agroecology’ movement (Tornaghi and Dehaene, 2019).

This plural subject is showing a strong potential to foster agroecological transitions, involving a broad range of differentiated farmers’ profiles, and especially supporting conventional (small) farmers to step on the transition process. Such plural subject should be based on the protagonism of small farmers as the ones who better know the real-world challenges for agroecological transitions and who assume the bigger risks for it. In this sense, the so-called ‘agroecological peasantry’, where existing, could be a core group within such plural subject. But, its absence, weakness or disconnection from mainstream farmers in a broad range of territorial contexts shows the need to construct (agroecological) territorialised farmers’ organisations as a first step, in order to link such plural subject to the ground (both in material and immaterial terms). On the construction process of such a plural subject, the dispositives (sets of concepts, actions and possibilities, in terms of Val et al. (2019)) and methodologies used should be adapted to the different profiles of social actors involved in it. LAeD processes carried out in Spain, beside other participatory action research approaches developed worldwide (Mier y Terán et al., 2018) have shown a good performance to construct such a plural subject, and the protagonism of small farmers at its core. The development of a favourable policy and regulatory environment, through bottom-up processes pushed by such a social subject, might be also a key (but contradictory) question in order to scale agroecological transitions to food system level (Giraldo and McCune, 2019).

In recent years, various LAeD processes have been carried out in different territorial (rural, peri-urban and metropolitan) contexts in Spain in order to promote territorialised agroecological transitions with professional, conventional farmers, some of which have led to publications (among others: Guzmán et al., 2013; López-García et al., 2018b). From these Spanish experiences, in contrast with other scientific literature from diverse contexts, I can draw some conclusions concerning elements that are useful when promoting agroecological transitions in different contexts. This section presents the main lessons obtained with regards to the construction of the subject of agroecological transitions in different contexts and situations, through PAR processes.

The first element has to do with the degree of development of the agroecological transition in a given territory (Guzmán et al., 2013). For example, in territories with greater symptoms of deagrarianization (highly extensified and grants-dependent crops, older average age of farmers, high dependency on a market they do not control) farmers prefer to talk about issues that are on the margins of agricultural production: crop robberies, degradation of irrigation infrastructure, marketing channels, etc. Professional self-esteem is low, both individually and collectively (Kindon et al., 2007). Farmers here ask for help with these peripheral problems, because they do not consider themselves capable of effecting changes to their reality on their own. The way to engage actors in participatory processes – the strong point of the agroecological approach – is often by addressing issues that have to do with social reproduction and agricultural activity (new entrants into farming, farm transfers, farmers’ collective action and agency, etc.), in which it may be easier to work through multi-actor schemes that include local, non-agricultural actors (Menconi et al., 2017).

In contrast, with farmers’ profiles or in territories where agriculture is more profitable and capital-intensive, farmers are interested in meeting to improve their farming techniques; or to explore marketing channels at a higher price on a more conventional approach to transitions (Magda et al., 2019). In these contexts of business agriculture, people are not willing to spend much time on reflecting if it does not have a practical and immediate objective related to the profitability of agriculture (Schattmann et al., 2015). In such settings it will be more appropriate to focus on processes of farmers (on-field) participatory research, and to collaborate with specialised actors (professional organisations, research centres, R&D and innovation, etc.). In these contexts it may be easier to work from a vertical approach – exclusively involving alliances within the agri-food chain – rather than a horizontal approach – involving territorial alliances between agricultural and non-agricultural actors, depending on the topics to be addressed (Schattmann, 2015; Menconi et al., 2017).

As previously stated, the fragility and weakness of the agricultural social fabric makes it necessary to work on the agroecological transitions together with other local profiles. For this reason, in parallel to the construction of the collective agricultural subject, there has been a tendency to build a network of alliances around the process, involving local social groups – mostly from outside the agricultural sector (as neighbours associations in urban or peri-urban settings), although also incorporating some agrarian institutions, such as irrigation communities, Designation of Origin regulatory councils, or research centres (Menconi et al., 2017; Van Dyck et al., 2018). In this methodological blueprint, which I have called ‘concentric circles’, the process by which local small farmers constitute a collective subject is located at the core of a broader process of social mobilization and cohesion around a shared project of sustainability for the territory. Being at the core implies protagonism, but not exclusivity (Edelman et al., 2014; Val et al., 2019).

Within this design of concentric circles, I have observed that the different local non-agricultural actors do not follow homogeneous patterns of behaviour. For example, in metropolitan contexts it has been easy to interact with researchers, neighbourhood associations and other urban actors, perhaps because they understand the potential of peri-urban agriculture to activate and mobilise the local identity in a sustainability project (Peredo and Barrera, 2018; Van Dyck et al., 2018). Similarly, actors such as school family associations or small businesses that were initially unaware of these projects, responded with openness and a very good disposition to become involved once contacted. Other institutions in the field of agriculture (cooperatives, professional organisations, Protected Designation of Origin regulatory councils, etc.), each with their own interests in the territory that often diverge from those of the agroecological transitions, have
not been easily attracted. Lastly, organisations and social movements more closely linked to agroecology and food sovereignty have not always shared the objective of working with the conventional farming sector, nor the methodological approach of giving this sector the protagonism in the transition, which could be related to the differentiation between radical and progressist actors proposed by Holt Giménez and Shattuck (2011).

The implications of defining a plural, heterogeneous and complex subject of the territorialised agroecological transitions poses challenges that must be faced through empirical work. Much remains to be done in different territorial contexts and with different types of agricultural structures, both in the Global North and South, and especially in broad territorial contexts where the complexity of transforming local food systems can be faced. Nevertheless, the preliminary results here presented lay out very promising lines of work, from the point of view of transdisciplinary research in agroecology.
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